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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we study cold-start item advertisements for small
businesses on a real-world E-commerce website. From analysis, we
found that the existing cold-start Recommender Systems (RSs) are
not helpful for small businesses with a few sales history. Training
samples in RS models can be extremely biased towards popular
items or shops with sufficient sales history, and can decrease adver-
tising performance for small shops with few or zero sales history.
We propose two solutions to improve advertising performance for
small shops: negative sampling and Meta-shop. Negative sampling
focuses on changing the data distribution and Meta-shop focuses
on building novel meta-learning models. By including sales infor-
mation in the training of both methods, we are able to learn better
cold-start item representations from small shops while keeping the
same or better overall recommendation performance.We conducted
experiments on a real-world E-commerce dataset and demonstrated
that the proposed methods outperformed a production baseline.
Specifically, we achieved up to 19.6% relative improvement of Re-
call@10k using Meta-shop compared to the traditional cold-start
RS model.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recommender systems are the core component of E-commerce busi-
ness. E-commerce companies such as Amazon, eBay, and Rakuten
not only need to provide personalized recommendations to cus-
tomers but also need to provide potential customers to merchants
for specific items through advertisements. In both scenarios, if we
have enough purchase history of the users or items, we can build
recommender systems through collaborative filtering (CF) [15, 21].
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However, in the cold-start setting where users or items do not have
sufficient past transactions, this solution is not applicable. Content-
based models have been proposed to solve this problem [14, 24]. In-
stead of using purchase history, these models used content features
(i.e. side information) such as user profile and item information.
Hybrid models that combine content-based models and collabora-
tive filtering have been popular as well. The main idea is to map
the side information and the feedback to separate low-dimensional
representations, combine the representations, and use them for pre-
dicting the final interaction. In this paper, we focus on improving a
hybrid recommender system for cold-start item advertisements.

CF-based and hybrid recommender systems for cold-start items
suffer from the long-tail issue. To build recommender systems, we
need to sample training data from purchase history. If we randomly
sample training data, the model will be performant only for popular
items because its sales are dominant in the purchase history [17, 22].
As a result, the item advertising performance for large or popular
businesses with many and/or popular items would be satisfactory,
the performance for small businesses with less-selling items or new
businesses without previous sales history would be unsatisfactory.

To improve the advertising performance of cold-start items for
all shops, we propose two solutions: negative sampling and Meta-
shop. We tested various negative sampling methods that change the
data distribution by increasing the occurrence of the items from
small shops in training samples. Meta-shop adopts an optimization
method from meta-learning literature and builds per-shop recom-
mendations. Regarding recommendation for each shop as one task,
Meta-shop learns local (shop-specific) parameters which will be
aggregated to update global parameters. As a result, the Meta-shop
model can quickly adjust its parameters to unseen items or shops.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that creates
cold-start item recommender systems that consider shop sales and
build per-shop recommendations. Our contributions are as follows:

• We study a novel problem in a real-world E-commerce site,
namely improving advertising performance for shops with
few or zero sales history.
• We propose two solutions for the aforementioned problem:
Negative sampling and Meta-shop. Meta-shop is a novel
meta-learning-based recommender that can quickly adapt
itself to unseen items or shops.
• Experimental result on a real-world E-commerce dataset
demonstrated that both methods outperformed an existing
production baseline. Particularly, we achieved up to 19.6%
relative improvement of Recall@10k using Meta-shop com-
pared to the traditional cold-start RS model.
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2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Hybrid recommender systems for

cold-start problems
Various hybrid methods have been proposed to tackle the cold start
problem. Collaborative topic regression (CTR) [33] and its vari-
ants [13, 34] have been one of popular model structures. Based on
the availability of feedback information, CTR interpolates between
content-based representations generated from side information by
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [4] and feedback-based ones gen-
erated from interaction matrices by weighted matrix factorization
(WMF).

Recent hybrid methods utilize neural networks to learn represen-
tations from side information. To solve the cold-start problem in the
music recommendation system, DeepMusic [28] created multiple
embeddings based on contents (e.g. artist biographies and audio
spectrogram) using neural networks like convolutional neural net-
works. Several researchers [6, 9, 19, 20, 38] utilized various autoen-
coders to learn representation of side information. For example,
Dong et al. [9] combined additional stacked denoising autoencoder
[31] and matrix factorization to integrate side information.

Attention mechanisms were also introduced to improve the rec-
ommendation performance. Attentional collaborate&content mod-
els (ACCM) [27] used attention mechanisms to adjust the impor-
tance of source information. For cold start items whose feedback
information is missing, ACCM pays more attention to the item’s
side information to make predictions.

Someworks focused on integrating side information and the pref-
erence representations generated by feedback information. Bianchi
et al. utilize feedbacks from multi-brand retailers and align item
embeddings across shops using translation models. Dropoutnet [32]
takes preference representation and side information as inputs for
items. For a cold start item, the values of preference representations
are set to be zero because past interaction is missing; CB2CF [3]
learns a mapping function from side information to preference
representation. Both Dropoutnet and CB2CF need to first learn
preference representations by applying a matrix factorization algo-
rithm to the interaction matrix.

2.2 Recommender systems for
long-tail/sample-bias problems

Researchers proposed to use auxiliary information and domain
adaptation to improve non-popular item feature learning [7, 12,
36]. However, the information may not be available. Our proposed
methods do not require additional information, so it can be easily
applied to existing datasets.

More recently, meta-learning is thriving as a newmethod to train
a model that can quickly adapt to new tasks with only a few or zero
training samples [11, 30]. It has been applied to different areas such
as image classification [1, 5] and language models [2, 35]. Manasi et
al. and Lee et al. [18, 29] applied meta-learning to recommendation
and treated each user’s recommendation as separated tasks. Each
task predicts whether a user likes an item or not. Scenario-specific
sequential meta learner [10] learned user’s behaviors from differ-
ent scenarios such as “what to take when traveling” and “how to
dress up yourself on a party”. Here, tasks are based on scenarios,

When a new scenario comes, the model can quickly adjust and
recommend accurately. Pan et al. [25] proposed a two-step model to
improve click-through rate (CTR) predictions for cold-start adver-
tisements (ads) by first train a traditional classification model using
warm-start ads and then add a meta-learning module to fine-tune
cold-start item feature embeddings. Besides using meta-learning to
learn user and item features, several works also focused on using
meta-learning to optimize model structures. MetaSelector [23] com-
bined different recommender systems with meta-learning trainable
weights. Sequential meta-Learning method [39] transferred the old
model’s parameters to the new model when new data comes, with-
out retraining the model again using both old data and new data.
Our proposed Meta-shop does limit its focus on user or item-level
feature learning. By grouping users and items per shop and training
in a meta-learning fashion, we learn better user and item represen-
tations which can help cold-start item recommendations, especially
for small shops.

3 LIMITATIONS OF EXISTING COLD-START
RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS

In this section, we describe our existing cold-start item recom-
mender system and demonstrate the limitations of this solution
in terms of sample selection bias and performance differences in
shops with different amounts of sales.

The baseline model [26] is shown in Figure 1. We designed this
model based on the general hybrid recommender systems like Neu-
ral Collaborative filtering (NCF) [16]. Experimental results demon-
strated that this model can solve the cold-start problem efficiently.
Item inputs are concatenated learnable one-hot embeddings from
side information such as price and title. User inputs are summations
of all item representations of which they purchased in the training
period. The score is computed using Euclidean distance and loss
is computed using contrastive loss [8] using positive and negative
samples. Positive samples consist of users who purchased a target
item and negative samples consist of users who didn’t purchase the
item. We use positive/negative users instead of items to learn effec-
tive representations for item recommendation and to distinguish
users for a target item.

We also adopt a rule-based model called LV2: For each query
item, we return the most frequent buyers who purchased items
from the same level 2 genre as the query item. Note that genre
(category) taxonomy has five levels from broad genres (Lv1, e.g.
shoes) to specific genres (Lv5, e.g. running shoes).

We trained the baseline model using a total ∼30M purchase
history with∼3M users and∼1.3M items from Ichiba1 purchase data
in genre A.We evaluated the Recall@1M per test shop. We evaluated
per shop recall instead of per item, since we want to satisfy every
shop with our model. The distribution of the number of shops with
different Recall@1M is shown in Figure 2. The proportion of shops
with recall 0.8+ is 20.7% using LV2 method and 62.5% using the
baseline model. Clearly the baseline model is better than the LV2
model. However, we noticed a huge difference in the number of shops
with recall below and above 0.8 in the result of the baseline model.We
further analyzed the input features for shopswith recall 0.8+ and 0.8-
, and found that the number of sales per shop is uneven. Specifically,

1https://www.rakuten.co.jp/
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Figure 1: Baseline model for cold-start item recommenda-
tion. ⊗ operation is a summation of all item representations
of which the user purchased.
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Figure 2: Distribution of test recalls per shop.

bad-performed shops have fewer sales. For example, 59.9% shops with
recall 0.8+ have more than 10k sales in training data, while more
than 52% with recall 0.8- shops have less than 5k sales. The details
are shown in Figure 3. We also computed the number of sales over
different proportions of shops in Figure 4. 5% of shops accounted for
over 80% of training samples. From this analysis, we concluded that
the existing cold-start recommendation models may not be
helpful for small shops/businesses which have fewer sales
history because of Sample Selection Bias (SSB)[37].

4 PROPOSED METHODS
We provide two solutions to solve the SSB problem for small busi-
nesses: change the data distribution and change the model. In Sec-
tion 4.1, we will discuss changing the data distribution using nega-
tive sampling (NS). In Section 4.2, we will focus on Meta-shop, a
new model based on meta-learning.

4.1 Negative sampling
We change the data distribution by increasing the occurrence of
the items from small shops in training samples. As described in
Section 3, the baseline model learns representation using positive
and negative samples. During sampling, we select negative users
from all users who purchased from small shops. In this way, more
item representations from small shops will be learned during the

Figure 3: Distribution of the number of sales per test shop
in training data. Upper: test shops with Recall@1M 0.8+,
Lower: test shops with Recall@1M 0.8-. Overall, lower sec-
tion shops have fewer sales.
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Figure 4: Number of training samples over proportion of
shops from Genre A.

training. The final loss is:

L =
∑
(𝑖,𝑢+)

loss(𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 (𝑖, 𝑢+)) +
∑
(𝑖,𝑢−)

loss(𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 (𝑖, 𝑢−)) (1)

where (𝑖, 𝑢+) are positive samples (𝑢+ purchased 𝑖) and (𝑖, 𝑢−) are
negative samples (𝑢− did not purchase 𝑖). We will compare the
performance changes by the new NS in Section 5.4. In the original
NS, the negative users come from all users who purchased items
from a different level 3 genre.
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Figure 5: Meta-shop models: Left is M1 which utilizes con-
catenation of user and item inputs. Right is M2 which have
separated sub-models for users and items.

4.2 Meta-shop
In this section, we propose a novel meta-learning framework to
solve cold-start item recommendations for small businesses: Meta-
shop. In theMeta-shopmodel, we define per shop recommendations
as separated tasks. If there are total S shops, we will have S tasks.

4.2.1 Model. Model inputs are user feature 𝑓𝑢 and item feature
𝑓𝑖 . They can be trainable one-hot embeddings or pre-trained repre-
sentations. For simplicity, we use the pre-trained representations
from the baseline model. The model parameters are 𝑔(). We define
loss as L(𝑓𝑢 , 𝑓𝑖 ;𝑔()) = 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 (𝑦,𝑦), where 𝑦 is the purchase label (0
for not purchase, 1 for purchase) and 𝑦 = 𝑔(𝑓𝑢 , 𝑓𝑖 ) is the predicted
label. We design two different 𝑔() as shown in Figure 5. InM1, user
and item inputs are concatenated before feeding into a multi-layer
perceptron (MLP) network. InM2, user and item inputs are sepa-
rately fed into two different MLPs, and at the last layer, the two
hidden features are combined by a dot product.

4.2.2 Optimization. We adopt the MAML algorithm [11] and show
optimization steps in Algorithm 1. For each shop, we randomly
select fixed number of samples as a support data set and use the
rest of samples as a query data set. We evaluate query performance
based on a support data set. The main idea is to recursively combine
knowledge from all tasks to guide each task and then summarize
all tasks to learn a generalized model that can be quickly updated
to learn any tasks.

Algorithm 1:Meta-shop Training
Result: 𝑔()
initialization of 𝑔();
while not converge do

sample batch of shops 𝑃 ;
for shop 𝑝 in 𝑃 do

set 𝑔𝑝 () = 𝑔();
local update: 𝑔𝑝 ← 𝑔𝑝 − 𝛼∇𝑔𝑝L(suppor𝑡𝑝 ; 𝑔𝑝 ()) ;

end
global update 𝑔(): 𝑔← 𝑔 − 𝛽∑𝑝∈𝑃 ∇𝑔 L(quer𝑦𝑝 ; 𝑔𝑝 ());

end

5 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we detail experiments conducted to demonstrate
effectiveness of our proposed methods. We verify its effectiveness
with following questions: (Q1) how good is the performance for
all cold-start item recommendations? (Q2) is there any change in
the per-shop recall distribution compared to the baseline model
(Figure 2)? (Q3) how much improvement was gained for small busi-
nesses’ cold item advertising? The first question considers item-
level performance, the second and third consider shop-level perfor-
mance.

5.1 Dataset
We extracted sales history from Rakuten Ichiba and pre-processed
the data. We used the sales data from January 2020 to September
2020 for training, and used October 2020 as test data. For NS ex-
periments, we kept users with at least 4 purchases for training. We
kept cold-start test items with at least 6 purchases in test set. For
Meta-shop experiment, we kept shops with at least 13 purchases
in both training and test time, as the model training requires sup-
port and query sets for each shop. In each shop, 10 purchases were
randomly selected to be the support set, and the rest went into
the query set. Also, we classified shops into cold shops and warm
shops. Cold shops are shops never shown in training period, while
warm shops exist in the training. Cold-start test items can come
from both cold and warm shops. Note that cold-start items did not
appeared in training period. But because during the test time, we
also performed a random support set update, each cold item may
not be completely cold. The statistics of dataset is listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Dataset statistics

NS User Item Cold shop Warm shop Purchases

Train 2,944,124 1,290,889 N/A N/A 36,740,388
Test 2,944,124 913 N/A N/A 26,655

Meta-shop User Item Cold shop Warm shop Purchases

All 9,435,537 1,488,582 42,893,287
Train 9,095,846 1,409,483 0 7,035 40,118,920
Test 9,387,803 894 9 354 23,325

5.2 Evaluation metrics
We computed Recall for all items and all shops. Assume M is the
number of items, N is the number of shops, 𝑟𝑖 is the i-th item
recall value, shop j has 𝑀𝑗 items and 𝑟𝑠 𝑗 is the j-th shop recall
value: 𝑅𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 = (∑𝑖∈{𝑁 } 𝑟𝑖 )/𝑀 , 𝑅𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑝 = (∑𝑗 𝑟𝑠 𝑗 )/𝑁 , where 𝑟𝑠 𝑗 =
(∑𝑖∈{𝑀𝑗 } 𝑟𝑖 )/𝑀𝑗 .

5.3 Negative sampling
We define small/large shops based number of sales 𝑁 (i.e. if shop A
has less than 𝑁 sales during training, A is a small shop). We set 𝑁
to be 46, which is the median of the sales for all shops in training.
For each positive item-user purchase pair, we draw one item-user
negative pair. The ratio of negative samples versus positive samples
is 1:1. We tested three negative sampling methods:
• N0: The original NS; the negative user comes from all users
who purchased items from a different level 3 genre.
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Figure 6: Distribution of test shops with different Recall@1M. x-axis is the recall value, y-axis is the number of shops, bottom
integers are counts of each bar.
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Figure 7: Distribution of test shops with different Recall@1M.

• N1: The negative user is selected either from all users who
purchased from small shops or users who purchased from
different level 3 genres with 0.5 probability each.
• N2: For items in large shops, we use N0, for items in small
shops, we use N1.

Q1: In Table 2, we show item-level average recall using dif-
ferent negative sampling methods. N0 and N2 have the highest
Recall@1Million. Q2: At shop-level, N2 keeps an average recall for
all test shops similar to the recall of N0, while achieving a much
smaller variance. In Figure 6, we show the recall distribution of test
shops. We can see that the slop gets smaller from N0 to N1, which
indicates the recall distributes more evenly among shops. Also,
we observe that N1 has the largest portion of shops (7.9%) which
have a mean recall between 0.5 and 0.6, compared to N0 (4.6%) and
N2 (6.9%). However, N1 also has the least portion of shops with a
mean recall above 0.9 in Figure 6. Q3: To check the performance
for small businesses, we compute statistics of shops with improved
and decreased performances in Table 4. When comparing N1 to N0,
shops with improved performances have a small average number of
sales, and shops with decreased performances are relatively large
shops with a larger number of sales. This implies that N1 improve
recommendation accuracy for small shops but will hurt the perfor-
mance for large shops. On the other hand, N2 is a combination of

Table 2: Recall@1M using different negative sampling

NS Item-level Shop-level
Mean Mean Variance

N0 0.838 0.807 0.166
N1 0.807 0.769 0.174
N2 0.835 0.804 0.159

Table 3: Average number of sales per test shop with bet-
ter/worse Recall@1M compared to N0

NS Better Worse

N1 47 105
N2 109 100

N0 and N1, so it maintains a good performance balance between
small shops and large shops.

In summary, we conclude that N2 is the best choice to reduce
sample selection bias for small shops while maintaining overall
performance.
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Table 4: Median number of sales per test warm-shops with
better/worse Recall@1M compared to baseline model

NS Better Worse

M1 13,351 15,326
M2 11,023 22,631

Table 5: Recall for all cold items from cold shops and warm
shops

Cold Shop
Model @100,000 @500,000 @1,000,000
LV2 0.074 0.223 0.331

Baseline 0.125 0.329 0.521
M1 0.150 0.361 0.523
M2 0.108 0.326 0.530

Warm Shop
LV2 0.206 0.380 0.482

Baseline 0.288 0.497 0.654
M1 0.295 0.509 0.659
M2 0.212 0.4687 0.6444

Overall
LV2 0.203 0.376 0.478

Baseline 0.283 0.492 0.650
M1 0.291 0.505 0.655
M2 0.209 0.465 0.641

5.4 Meta-shop
As we discussed in Section 4.2, we have two models: M1 and M2.
We compare them with the baseline model from Section 3. We used
mean square error as the loss function for all meta-shop training.
We performed hyper-parameter tuning and set 𝛼 = 5𝑒−6, 𝛽 = 5𝑒−5.

Q1:We summarize recall of all cold-start items in Table 6. Overall,
M1 performs the best. It has a 2.5% relative improvement for Re-
call@50k compared to the baseline. Q3:Moreover, there are huge
performance improvements of cold-start items from cold shops
when using Meta-shop method. The relative improvements are
19.6%, 9.8%, 1.8% for Recall@10k, 50k, 1M.

Q2:We plot Recall@1M distribution of test shops in Figure 7 and
list the mean and variance of Recall@1M per shop in Table 6. Both
M1 and M2 hold larger portion of shops with Recall@1M higher
than 0.5 and have higher mean values compared to the baseline. M2
is the best model in terms of the variance in recall of all test shops.

In summary, both Meta-shop methods outperform the baseline
in terms of item-level and shop-level recall. Between M1 and M2,
M1 is better for improving item-level recall, while M2 is better for
shop-level recall. However, we have to mention that M1 cannot
store user/item features separately and have to be fed with them for
computing the score. It is less convenient for inference compared
to M2, which can pre-store all embeddings of users and items and
compute the score using the dot product. We see similar concerns
in previous work [10].

Table 6: Left: portion of shops with Recall@1M above cer-
tain value. Right: Recall@1Mmean and variance for all test
shops

Model 0.5+ 0.6+ 0.7+ 0.8+ Mean Variance
LV2 0.363 0.218 0.140 0.066 0.429 0.222

Baseline 0.741 0.545 0.325 0.187 0.602 0.197
M1 0.744 0.540 0.347 0.185 0.609 0.202
M2 0.774 0.529 0.298 0.165 0.615 0.177

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we proposed two solutions to improve advertising
performance for cold-start items from small shops that have insuffi-
cient sales history. Negative sampling changes data distribution by
increasing the occurrence of the items from small shops in training
samples. This helped the model learning better representation of
items from small shops. Meta-shop utilized a meta-learning strategy
to learn parameters that can be adapted quickly to unseen items
or shops. The experimental results showed that both negative sam-
pling and Meta-shop were effective to increase recommendation
performance of small shops. Both methods increased the percentage
of shops of Recall@1M over 0.5 without sacrificing overall recall.
Particularly, Meta-shop improved relative Recall@10K by 19.6%.

For future work, we are planning to introduce the shop’s sales
history as a guide of Meta-shop. With this, the model can decide
which information it should pay more attention to: item side in-
formation or sales information. We are also planning to apply our
methods to different datasets to verify whether it can be generalized
to other E-commerce datasets.
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